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Category:Delphi software Category:Free Delphi software Category:Pascal librariesSo I got to thinking to myself "Hmmmm, I got an idea, I know a lot of us are upset over the fact that Halo 3 went to the 360 first, but how about we try and break this run for Xbox. I think it'll work and I really think some of you will be amazed at how good I am at this game." Well after a week of

playing, getting it to work right, and having to lose a few friends in the process I was quite amazed at how good I was at Halo Reach. The game's fun, fast paced and even though it's a Halo game there's nothing in it that Halo Reach has in it that isn't in Halo 3. It's a must buy if you're a Halo fan. Anyway, the game starts off with the UNSC firing a barrage of SPARTAN Missiles at a
Covenant Carrier in an attempt to stop it before it can reach the UNSC Main Base. You are a SPARTAN who has just returned from a mission where your teammates were killed, and you have to find out how. As you get to the battle in the UNSC Main Base a Guardian is blown up and you go to investigate. You find yourself being chased by several Hunters who also happen to be

Firelances who are hot on your tail and you escape from them by jumping into the ocean. The next mission is to find out where the Covenant is coming from, and the first mission is to 54b84cb42d
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